[Association of mismatch repair gene polymorphism with susceptibility to sporadic colorectal cancer in Tianjin region].
To investigate the possible association of mismatch repair gene single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with susceptibility to sporadic colorectal cancer (SCRC), the genotypes of hMLH1 394G/C, hMSH2 943-1G/A, hMSH2 1917T/G, and hMSH2 2783C/A were detected by PCR-denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography (DHPLC) in 600 SCRC patients and 600 healthy controls. The genotype distribution of hMSH2 2783C/A in SCRC patients (90%, 9%, and 1%) was significantly different from that in the controls (95%, 4.8%, and 0.23%; chi2 = 11.91, P < 0.01). Compared to hMSH2 2783C/C, genotypes C/A and A/A significantly increased the risk of developing SCRC (OR were 1.77 and 11.94, and the reanges of 95% CI were 1.03-3.03 and 1.38-103.2). When combined analysis of three SNPs was performed, the haplotype distribution in SCRC patients was significantly different from that in controls (chi2 = 38.38, P < 0.01). In reference to 394G/943-1G /2783C haplotype, 394G/943-1G /2783A haplotype contributed significantly to SCRC (OR = 2.18, 95% CI: 1.40-3.40). These results indicate that hMSH2 2783C/A polymorphism has potential to be a susceptibility factor for SCRC and the 394G/943-1G /2783A haplotype might increase the risk of developing SCRC.